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Introduction
“What does a person profit from all the labour in which 
they labour under the sun?” (1:3)

Scholars recognize that the question of the profit of labour is a key theme in the book of 
Ecclesiastes. Most have concluded that ”the Preacher” (Qohelet) is decidedly negative in 
his appraisal of human work. This is due to the “vanity of vanities” declaration and the 
many negative critiques of human work in the first half of the book. No doubt Qohelet is 
critical of many of the aims and results of human workers. Yet Qohelet changes his tact 
often throughout his discourse at which hope is given for the possibility of real gain from 
work. Qohelet holds an enigmatic perspective on work in that labour is both the source 
of humanity’s greatest pleasure and pain.



Genesis Background
The curse of Genesis 3:17-19

There are definite shared motifs and themes between the early chapters of Genesis and 
Ecclesiastes: painful work, universal sin, and inevitable death.

No direct citations and few allusions to Genesis in Ecclesiastes.

The work and curse terminology of Gen 3:17-19 is not utilized by Ecclesiastes. 



Work Terminology in Ecclesiastes
“Labour, Toil” ( למע , amal)

The most important work term in Ecclesiastes is “labour, toil” (amal). Found in the 
question of 1:3 and throughout the enjoyment passages.

Most lexicons and commentaries define amal as grievous, futile toil. 

“Labour” in Ecclesiastes is not semantically linked to the “pain” (itzbon) of Gen 3:17-19. 
The Hebrew root of itzbon is only used once in Eccl. 10:9 to mean “hurt.” Why not utilize 
the term if the author wanted to communicate “painful toil”?

The the other senses of amal in the OT, “mischief” and “trouble”, cloud the reading of 
“labour” in Ecclesiastes. Barr’s “illegitimate totality transfer” error committed.

“Labour” only refers to human work

Amal is best to be read as “labour” or “hard work”



Work Terminology
“Deed, Work” ( השע , asah)

The root asah is used 64x verbally ”to do, work” or as a noun “deed(s), work(s)”

Used interchangeably with “labour” when referring to human work. No discernible 
difference is seen in the nature of the two types of work.

“Work” is only used to refer to God’s work. Often the passive form is used (“is done”) 
which obscures who is doing the work, God or people.



Work Terminology
“Business, Occupation” ( ןינע , inyan)

The term inyan, “business, occupation” is only found in Ecclesiastes and refers to the 
work which occupies the life of a person—the “busyness” of life.

Inyan is almost always used negatively as a form of judgment upon people.

God often gives a “task” for people to do in life.



Work or Wealth?
The action of work

The products of work

There is an ambiguity as to whether “labour” or “work” refers to the actual labour or the 
results of the labour.

The work or wealth dynamic is seen in the ”all the labour in which one has laboured” 
expressions.

The nuance is important in interpreting whether enjoyment can be found in both the 
work and the rewards of labour.



Labour’s Pain
Grievous Toil 

Labour in Vain

No Satisfaction

Sovereign Plans

Weariness from overworking. Anxiety over outcomes. 

Failure to achieve human aims. Fleeting success. Loss of riches.

No attainment of enjoyment or true happiness from one’s efforts.

God’s purposes overrule human goals. Humans lack knowledge of God’s works.



Labour’s Pleasure
God Apportions

Pleasurable Labour

Successful Work

Fear God

God gives a “portion” (heleq) of good things from labour to enjoy.

Labour is a source of enjoyment. Work is a part of every enjoyment passage, both in the 
work and the rewards.

With wisdom and God’s “portion” a worker can experience fulfilling success in work. 
The enjoyment of the material proceeds from work is legitimate before God.

People are to “fear God” who determines all vocational outcomes by recognizing God’s 
sovereignty and trusting in God’s benevolence. 



Conclusion
Living requires working. 
Ecclesiastes teaches us how to work well.

Wise working requires an appreciation of the negative 
critiques of Qohelet found in the “vanity” passages. 
Learn the lessons about the the pain of labour. 

Wise working inspires hope in the benefits of wisdom 
and the purposes and gifts of God.


